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We are pleased to say we have been able to hold our
prices at their present level and the main purpose of this
new brochure is to update you with details of additions
to our range of products. Unsightly poles and space
restricting guy ropes are long gone. Today’s marquees
are sophisticated, versatile and stylish. Suitable for any
site, they can be as simple or as grandiose as you wish,
providing a comfortable and memorable ‘outer space’
experience for you and your guests.
Best wishes,

The Directors of Marldon Marquees

www.marldonmarquees.co.uk • Tel: 01803 524425

MARLDON MARQUEES for any occasion . . .

•
•
•
•
•

Weddings

Corporate Functions
Hospitality Days

Media Events and Product Launches
Exhibitions

MARLDON MARQUEES offers you . . .

•
•
•

Comprehensive Range of Marquee Sizes
Highest Quality Equipment
Stunning Interiors

MARLDON MARQUEES’ expertise . . .

•
•
•

Over 20 Years Experience
Reliable and Versatile

Imaginative and Helpful

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Parties for All Occasions
Anniversaries

Dances and Balls

Seminars and Luncheons
Garden Fêtes

Contemporary Colour Schemes
Extensive Choice of Furnishings

Computer Designed Marquee Layouts

Prompt and Professional Service
Total Peace of Mind

24 hour Customer Care
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MARLDON MARQUEES has built on years of
experience to become the South West’s leading
marquee provider for both private and corporate
functions. We specialise in the highest quality and very
latest marquee designs which, together with our many
accessories, are supplied with detailed attention to our
customers’ wishes and needs.
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At MARLDON MARQUEES our friendly and
accommodating staff are expert and efficient at
erecting and dismantling our structures with care
and precision. The days of cold, leaky, damp tents,
without proper flooring or electrical power, are a
thing of the past. Our marquees are sophisticated
and versatile and are sure to add a touch of style
to any occasion.
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With MARLDON MARQUEES you can rest assured that from your
initial enquiry you will receive prompt, personal attention at all
times. A site visit is usually recommended, when location, design
options and budgets can be discussed and established.

Quotations and specifications can then be tailored to suit your
personal requirements to ensure that you have the perfect
solution for your special event. We have an extensive stock of
marquees and accessories and with sizes ranging from 3 metres
to 15 metres wide, we are able to cater for any function of up
to 1,000 guests seated for dinner.
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All MARLDON MARQUEES’ marquees are
white with carefully positioned window
walls allowing in natural light and great
views out for your guests.
Additional and unusual features,
such as our beautiful, oriental-style
canopies, can add a touch of magic
to your marquee and most of
our structures are also available
with french doors, bringing
elegance and focus to the
entrance point.
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One of the attractions of having a wedding marquee is the
huge range of options available to you. Unusual combinations
can be provided, as well as a complete spectrum of ancillary
services and accessories. Beautiful interior linings, with a huge
range of colours to choose from, allow you to personalise
your own event by décor choice and colour co-ordination –
from corporate colour to bridesmaid’s dresses. For ‘an out of
this world’ effect we can offer starlight linings – guaranteed to
add sparkle to your day!
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Our marquees can cover swimming pools, incorporate
bushes and walls – even descend steps, allowing us to
maximize the space available. With today’s advanced
heating systems, marquees can be maintained at
comfor table temperatures on even the coldest
winter’s night, and during the summer months the
walls can be rolled back to provide a shaded canopy,
allowing a gentle breeze to flow through.
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All sites differ, and the need for a comprehensive
choice of flooring systems is imperative.

The selection of flooring that we offer our clients
ranges from coconut matting with a parquet
dance area, through to a fully carpeted wooden
flooring system.
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Everything can be arranged to suit your own ideas,
allowing you total freedom of choice . . . it’s a very
special day . . . we’ll help you get it right!
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MARLDON MARQUEES are experts in the
provision of structures for corporate
functions. Our ability to provide a professional,
first-class service to our clients, including
reliability and attention to detail, means that
we have become the South West’s leading
marquee supplier.
Making the best possible use of the space you
have on offer is of paramount importance to
us. Our computer aided design service (CAD)
allows us to plan and visualise your design on
screen for you.
Our reliable and friendly staff are experienced
and professional – having complete
confidence in our service will leave you
free to concentrate on organising your
special event. Our own automated cleaning
facilities ensure that our marquees, linings
and accessories arrive on site in impeccable
condition.
Through MARLDON MARQUEES you will
have access to a vast range of ancillary
services – we are also happy to supply an ‘all
in’ service, including initial planning through to
event management, if required.
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MARLDON MARQUEES

product information

CLEARSPAN MARQUEE

All our marquees are of a framed design, they do not
have centre poles or unsightly guy ropes. They are white
and are available in various widths and lengths depending on
your requirements.

INTERNAL LINING

This lining is a fitted ivory coloured cloth that hides the internal
metal work providing a sweeping finish to the marquee.
Pleated or flat options are available.

COLOURED SWAG AND WINDOW DRAPES

This is an interchangeable option that enables colour to be
added to the internal lining. The coloured option is attached
around the inside of the marquee, the swag, and extending
down the legs where window panels are used, the window
drapes. The following colours are available: ivory, bottle green,
grass green, burgundy, gold, black, silver, champagne, royal blue,
navy blue, lilac, purple, fuchsia, and terracotta.

LIGHTING

We offer various options inside and outside the marquees.
From wrought iron chandeliers, paper globes or a ground
based up-light system. This type of lighting gives a subtle
light up the walls and partially across the roof.

All lighting options are fitted with dimmers to allow light
adjustments within the marquee. Exterior lighting enhances
any evening function, the use of soft sodium floodlights
looks fantastic on trees, fronts of houses, rivers. castles...
bringing them to life and giving another dimension to a
very special occasion.
Starlight cloths give you and your guests the feeling of
‘dancing under the stars’, this lighting effect is achieved by
using black cloth and colour changing fibre optics. Also
available in stunning ivory starlight.

Additional colours are available for a small surcharge: white,
sky blue, midnight, turquoise, heather, plum, red, holly red,
mint green, daffodil, lemon, salmon, peach and bronze.
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FLOORING

Matting - this is the coir matting that we lay on a plastic
membrane and fix regularly to provide a flat, flexible,
good-value option. On to this we place a Parquet Dance Floor
which is available in 3’ x 3’ sections fitted to the size you
require. There is also a fantastic black and white dance floor.
Wooden Floor - this is a very popular option providing a flat,
hard surface covering the entire marquee. Due to the weight
and man hours this option is a little more expensive. Please
note that not all sites are suitable for this option; we will advise
you when we visit the site. The wooden floor is often left bare
but, as carpeting is easily available and we use brand new
carpet every time, if you wish it to be carpeted the choice of
colour is entirely up to you.

CHAIRS

Bistro - white plastic without arm rests,
option of biscuit coloured seat pad
available. The bistro is comfor table and
great value for money.

Wooden chair - a classic chair available in
3 popular colours: gold, silver and natural.
These are subject to availability and vary
in price. Seat pads in 5 different colour
options; red, green, blue, gold and ivory give you the opportunity to choose the
perfect colour combination for your
Chivari chair with ivory seat pad
special occasion.

TABLES

Various shapes and
sizes are available.
3ft round tables
are great for
wedding cakes and
guest books.

5ft round tables seat 8 guests and 5’6” round tables seat
10 guests comfor tably.

HEATING
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We recommend external heaters that run on kerosene or gas.
The heat is conducted via tubing giving a constant flow of warm
air. These heaters are thermostatically controlled.

6ft round tables can seat 12 guests

Oval tables seat up to 14 people and are useful for ‘bridging
the gap’ between a traditional top table and a round table.
Trestle tables 6ft long by 2’6” wide are perfect for catering
needs and buffets.

OTHER ITEMS

Glazed French Doors in natural wood will create a very stylish
marquee entrance.
Highchairs give the ‘little ones’ a place at the table too.

Easels and Boards are useful, if not essential, at corporate
events and for seating plans at weddings.
Bar Units will prop up the thirsty!

Flagpoles will carry your corporate flags.

PA Equipment with Cordless Microphones to ensure that
everybody can hear the speeches.

Outdoor Furniture & Parasols, make sure your guests are
comfortable and Garden Flame Torches help them find their
cars at the end of a wonderful evening.

POWER –

WE’LL GET IT RIGHT FOR YOU!

Experience tells us that household plugs are rarely ‘man enough’
to cope with powering a marquee and ancillary services.
Long extension leads trailing along the ground or out of
windows are both unsightly and hazardous. Instead we will fit
a SAFE Professional Outdoor Event Power Cable with electric
distribution boards which will draw the correct power from the
house. This service is INCLUDED in the cost, providing the
power supply is within 25 metres.

...and when there’s no electric supply?

A specifically selected generator will be delivered to your site.
It will be fully fuelled and capable of delivering enough power
for the job. We are responsible for the cabling between the
generator and the marquee.

CATERING MARQUEES
The hub of food preparation
on site; catering marquee sizes
vary depending on the needs
of the individual caterer and
actual available space on site.
We usually provide matted
flooring, strip lighting and a
fire board which carries a
blanket and a fire extinguisher.

The catering marquee will have
access to the main marquee.
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TOILETS

A lot of celebrating by a lot of people often leads to
frequent visits to the ‘loo’. To prevent any overload to
your private system we suggest that you should have
additional toilet facilities on site.

We can provide basic, plastic units with chemical pumps
which are very clean, great value and manoeuvrable.

We can also supply Luxury Toilet Trailers for your guests’
ultimate comfor t. These ‘luxury loos’ come in three sizes
– your site access may determine which size will be suitable for your requirements.

INSURANCE

YOU ARE COVERED by MARLDON MARQUEES.
There will be NO additional cost or % surcharge added to your
final bill – just enjoy our ‘Peace of Mind Cover’.

However there are two clauses:

1) an excess of £350 is payable on all claims

2) any malicious damage caused is payable in full

The marquees come with public liability of up to £5 million.

We will be happy to advise you when visiting your site.

SERVICES AND TERMS

After your initial telephone enquiry we send out our brochure
together with a preliminary quote, based on our conversation.
We are very happy to discuss, or fur ther explain, any questions or
queries you may have – please give us a call.

When a site visit is requested one of our experienced advisors
will come to measure and assess the site after which we send out
a revised quotation. When a firm booking has been made we will
send you our contract together with a deposit request. We request
payment of the balance when we have delivered the marquee and
you have signed the job off to your satisfaction.
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FOR MORE IDEAS • PICTURES • COLOUR SAMPLES

FURNITURE OPTIONS • ‘DESIGN YOUR OWN MARQUEE’ FACILITY
CONTACT US TODAY
Jamie Parffrey and Steve Dangerfield

111 Winner Street, Paignton, Devon TQ3 3BP

Telephone: 01803 524425 Fax: 01803 666888 Mob: 07771 798321
info@marldonmarquees.co.uk • www.marldonmarquees.co.uk

MARLDON

MARQUEES

Exper ts in Outer Space

Designed and produced by The Image Works, Manaton, Devon TQ13 9UW

•

01647 221370

www.marldonmarquees.co.uk
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